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University House opened to female students
Burks and his wife, who built House, move off campus
by JORDAN BAILEY

which was called Oak Cot- arrange parking for the girls. like a good functional use
tage, because ofovercrowding, According to Shearin, most of the space for right now,"
and
this year that overflow of the furniture was trans- Burks said.
NICK MICHAEL
Burks and his wife made
to University ferred from Oak Cottage,
was
transferred
staff photographer
which is now being rented the decision to move approxiHouse.
The number of girls was by a family. Some items were mately 18 months ago, and
espite the economic
downturn, Harding · decided upon based on bed- purchased from the Burkses' the decision was motivated
has another 'r ecord room and bathroom space. garage sale, and nothing was by their desire to own their
home. They have owned the
enrollment, which has caused Assistant Dean of Students bought new.
continued overcrowding in Sheri Shearin said they have
Burks made the decision land where they built their
residence halls. One of the no more than four girls to to use the space as a female current residence for about
administration's responses a bathroom to mimic the dormitory, and the Board 20 years, and they decided
to this problem has been to dorms.
of Trustees agreed with his that the timing was right
to make a move before he
Shearin was told in June recommendation.
place 11 females in University
"There were some other retires within the next five
House, the former residence that the house would be used
of President David Burks as a residence hall for females. options, but it seemed to be years.
photo by NICK MICHAEL I The Bison
"It also gives me the
After the Burkses moved that the best option would be
and his family.
Eleven female students reside in University House
Last year, 10 girls were out, Shearin had to organize for girls to live in it because
because of overcrowding elsewhere,
see
HOUSE
on
page
6a
by,
and
it
just
seemed
it's
close
and
furnishing
for
the
house
housed in the Ulrey House,

copy editor

D

S\Vine flu ·
virus caught

7 DAYS
ACROSS
ERICA

on campus
by KIM KOKERNOT

features editor

H

photos by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
Andrew Baker, director of the Encouragement Foundation, recognizes teens for their good works in Detroit, Mich.
Baker and representatives of the foundation flew to 14 cities across America to share such teens' inspiring stories.

The search is on for the most encouraging teens in America
by KYLIE AKINS

assistant news editor

H

ow would a life be changed ifdiscouragement was met with optimism?
What would that kind of cycle do to the world?
Two years ago, Andrew Baker, executive director of the Institute of
Church and Family at Harding and director of the Encouragement Foundation, presented students at the National Leadership Forum with the question,
"What is the biggest problem in your high school?" The students agreed that
drugs, alcohol and bullying have always been major problems, but at the root
of it all was discouragement. Discouragement to them is a constant force on
their lives, from both the media and their families.
The solution they presented was the National Day of Encouragement, and
the Encouragement Foundation was created to support the newly recognized
day.
"It was an opportunity I saw to spread a message that I think is in the DNA
of all people," Baker said. "We all have the ability to encourage, and we all have
the need to be encouraged. Everyone is just at a different level."
On Sept. 5 representatives for the Encouragement Foundation began their
trek across America, stopping in 14 cities to share the inspiring stories oflocal
teenagers. Called 7 Days Across America, the trek will lead up to the National
Day of Encouragement, Sept. 12, at the finale in New York City to award one
of the teenage finalists a $5,000 college scholarship.
"The idea is simply that nine times out of ten in the mainstream media
when you see a teenager, they killed somebody," Baker said. "And we want to
change that and show that is not most teenagers. There are a lot of amazingly
talented and gifted teenagers out there just doing awesome stuff."
Baker said he hopes telling these stories will inspire people to encourage
each other genuinely in an active way.
see 7 DAYS on page 6a
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arding officials confirmed Wednesday
that the HlNl virus has found its way
to campus and has infected several
students.
Better known as swine flu, this rapidly spreading
virus has caused mild flu symptoms, including fever, cough, sore throat, runny or stuffy nose, body
aches, headache, chills and fatigue. Many people
infected by the virus have also reported vomiting
and diarrhea.
Students with confirmed cases of the flu have
been asked to self-isolate by staying in their dorm
rooms and limit their contact with other students
in order to deter the spread of illness.
Because the HlNl virus is new, the World
Health Organization said they expect few people
to have any immunity to it.
An estimated 30 percent ofpeople who are exposed
to the HlNl virus will become infected, Ed Barham,
spokesman for the Arkansas Health Department,
said Wednesday.
But health officials and Dean of Students David
Collins have urged students not to be alarmed.
"We want
Swine Flu 101
[students] to
•This virus strain was understand that
it's not somediscovered in people thing to panic
about because the
in the U .S. in April
symptoms that
2009.
we are seeing are
•A vaccine is being
less severe than
produced and may be in the common
flu in most cases,"
ready for fall.
Collins said. 'We
feel the responsi•One-third of adults
bility to educate
60 years old or older
students in what
may have antibodies
the reality of the
circumstances
against the virus.
is, and how they
•The virus mainly
can take care .of
spreads via coughing themselves and
others."
or sneezing.
The flu is
thought to be contagious for a full day before
symptoms develop, which generally last from five
to seven days. The Center for Disease Control and
Prevention recommends that anyone who has had
flu symptoms stay home for at least 24 hours after
their fever is gone.
According to the CDC, the virus is most commonly transmitted from per~on to person in the
respiratory droplets of coughs and sneezes. When
a sick person sneezes, virus-infected droplets can
travel a distance of about 5 feet. The CDC also
said that the virus can survive on contaminated
surfaces for two to eight hours.
Practicing unhygienic habits like sharing food.
and drink, along with living in close quarters,
has caused this disease to spread across college
campuses nationwide.
Cases of flu-like symptoms have been reported
in every Arkansas county, but Barham said the virus
is so widespread that there is no longer any benefit in
saying that there is "a case here and a case there."
"You're not going to be able to stay away from it
anymore, so you have to protect yourself," Barham
said.
To prevent illness, students are encouraged to
wash their hands frequently, use hand sanitizer and
avoid contact with sick friends.
Director ofHealth Services Lynn McCarty asks
that students who test positive for the flu to practice
the Golden Rule and "do unto others as
see SWINE FLU on page 6a
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New Guinea crater houses new
species, including cat-sized rat
Within the Mount Bosavi crater,
an extinct volcano in the highlands
of Papua New Guinea, close to 40
previously unknown species have
recently been found by scientists.
The area is uninhabited by humans, but many unusual species are
thriving in this remote crater.
Among the newly discovered
species is a vegetarian three-foot woolly rat. As far as the scientists
know, this crater is the only place the species of rat is found. The
rats are unafraid of humans, allowing the scientists to sit within close
proximity, and average about 3 pounds, which may be the largest rat in
the world.
"It just sat next to me nibbling on a piece of leaf," Dr. George
McGavin, head scientist for the BBC Natural History Unit, said. "It
won't have seen a human before. The crater of Bosavi really is the lost
world."
More of the unique species found include a fanged frog, camouflaged gecko and grunting fish.

DeGeneres to be new
American Idol judge
Ellen DeGeneres will join Simon Cowell, Randy Jackson and Kara
DioGuardi as the new American Idol judge.
She will replace Paula Abdul, a past judge who was not invited back
to the show after last season.
DeGeneres will join the panel after the January auditions are completed. Until then, guest judges will fill her spot, including Mary J. Blige,
Kristin Chenoweth, Joe Jonas and Neil Patrick Harris.
"I'm thrilled to be the new judge on American Idol," DeGeneres said
Wednesday. "I've watched since the beginning, and I've always been a
huge fan. So getting this job is a dream come true; and think of all the
money I'll save from not having to text in my vote."

Doctors discover fetus in
1-year-old's stomach

Photo by NOAH DARNELL

A Harding student dives onto a slip 'n slide during Student Impact's activities a few days
before the fall semester begins.

The parents of one-year-old Kang Mengru, from China, became
anxious when their daughter's stomach became enlarged.
Doctors were puzzled by the bizarre swelling and performed a CT
scan.
They did not expect what they found: a fetus. The strange mass is
what they believe to be a rare type of a parasitic twin.
Mengru is currently waiting to have the fetus removed by operation.

10 Signs You Should Drop That Class
don't even bother
to open their backpacks. They're drop4. The first few weeks
1. A prerequisite
of
class
have
consisted
ping the class, too.
to the class is a
of your professor burst- 9. The required
master's degree in
ing into tears in the
reading weighs more
biochemistry.
middle of lecture.
than you.
2. The first day of
class, your professor 5. Your friends cringe at 10. Your professor's
first words to the
introduces you to his the name of your class.
6. The entire course's
class are, "I hope
imaginary friend.
you enjoyed your
reading is in Russian.
3. You're too ex7.
Your
test
is
next
summer reading.
hausted to remember
week, and eBay still has Now clear everything
anything from the
time you woke up at not shipped your book. off your desk, and
8. The other students
take out a pencil."
7:50 to go to
by KYLIE AKINS

assistant news editor

Hubble Space Telescope
repaired, new images captured
The Hubble Telescope, once pronounced "doomed," has been
repaired and is producing exciting new
images.
One·of the more captivating images is
of a new butterfly-shaped galaxy.
·
Oxygen, nitrogen and carbon have also
been found among the stars and is being
scattered by star activity into the cosmos.
The Hubble Space Telescope is est~
mated to continue to be in full service for
at least I 0 more years.
'We are giddy with the quality of data
that we have with this new telescope," Heidi Hammel, senior research
scientist at the Space Science Institute in Boulder, Colo., said.
~

California wildfire twice the size
of Sacramento
The wildfire that has burned for nearly two weeks north of Los
Angeles has grown to more than twice the size of California's capital,
Sacramento.
Although the fire has slowed over the past week, it has consumed
about 160,357 acres, making it the eighth-largest wildfire in California
since 1932. About 60 percent of the blaze has been contained through
the effort of 4, 700 firefighters.
Authorities confirmed arson as the cause of the fire last week. A
homicide investigation has also been launched concerning the death of
two firefighters in a vehicle crash while driving from fast-moving flames.
The reward for any information on how the flames originated has
been raised to $150,000.
Fire officials have now estimated the cost of the fire is $57.6 million.

I The Bison

"I'm grate- .
ful for any
car with four
wheels
because
it beats
two heels."
- MICHAEL RIVERS,
after receiving one of
20 free cars rapper
Ludacris gave away to
the needy in his hometown of Atlanta.

Each issue, this section will feature the Bison editorial
staff's favorite Tweets from users on campus. To submit yours, just add #MyBison to your·Twitter updates.
Christine Clemons needs a lung transplant. You can help!
Donate online: http://weblink.donorperfect.com/cotaevent - HUStudents

class and 9 a.m. cha-

pel.

"Unless
somebody
can find
a way to
change
human
nature, ~e
will have
more crises."
- ALAN GREENSPAN,
former chairman of
the Federal Reserve
on why market
dilemmas are
unavoidable.

"The
auspicious
number
stands for our
eternal love."
- ZHANG PENG,
while waiting with his
girlfriend in line along
with thousands of
other Chinese couples
to be married on
9/9/09, hoping it will
bring them a long marnage.

Living off campus is an adventure all to itself; the housing department doesn't seem to recognize my off-campus status. Hmm. -pthomas123atal
True education and persecution are natural enemies,
with little room in between. Speak and listen, or censor
and cover your ears. - blakemath

..
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Patience urged as city addresses Remington leak
by ABBY KELLETT
student writer

fix it, and then they find asking what's the latest,"
another leak and fix it, and Sansom said. "He said that
it's just been nuts."
they continue to find leaks,
The construction just
While the constant re- and he's trying to fix them,
outside Stephens, Searcy construction costs more and but then once they find the
and Pryor dorms is causing more every day, Harding is leak they have to test it to
a lot of headaches and has not picking up the tab.
see if it's working properly
been since last February. The
"This is not costing Harding or not, and so they have to
reconstruction of Remington anything,"Director ofPhysical run water through the line
Road has been an ongoing Resources Danny DeRamus and test it."
project on the water lines that said. "In fact, now it's costing
Testing the line involves
lie underneath its concrete. the contractor. "
shooting large amounts of
"They're just trying to
The initial project was high-pressure water through
find the leaks," Mel Sansom, supposed to be completed the pipes, which has been
chairman of the Board of by Spring Sing weekend last causing some uncomfortable
Searcy's Water and Utili- year, but now the length ofthe problems for the students
ties, said. "There's certain construction is indefinite.
living in Searcy Hall.
criteria that has to be met
"The manager ofthe water
"Last night when I went
to actually run the water and sewer system was just to take a shower, all the water
through the new line. So in my office, and I mean we was freezing cold, no matter
far they find the leak, they call them almost every day how long I waited," Rebecca

Miller, resident of Searcy more step must be taken to
Hall, said. "I was really upset finalize the project.
"Once it's finally past the
because I couldn't hardlytake
a shower in water colder than pressure test, then they can
death."
put the water line up to the
Not only was the hot water new line," Sansom said. "All
missing in action Tuesday they've done is expand the new
night, it was also unavailable line. They're using the old line
the following morning when because they haven't been able
all the students were trying to use the new one yet since
to get ready for classes.
it hasn't passed the test, and
The water pressure tests on there's really no telling how
the new lines trip a breaker long it could take."
The city is doing everything
causing the hot water to stop
in Searcy Hall. The dorm may it can to find the leak as soon
have gotten new floors this as possible and wrap up the
summer, but it is still lacking construction immediately.
"They probably didn't folthe breaker needed to keep
the hot water flowing.
low the process that would
In order for the construe- be normal, and that's why
tion to come to an end, one this is giving them trouble,"

DeRamus said. "We've heard
a million stories, and different
ones about why it's taking
so long and why they can't
fincl the leak.
"They've hired a professional leak detector company
and everything to try and
get the job done. "
The city is trying to get
water down to the industrial
park through the new pipes,
and if the project is successful
Har:ding will not have to run
its water pressure as high,
which will cut costs.
Upon completion, Physical
Resources said the road will
be completely finished and
paved over for all the students
and faculty to enjoy.

Cone intruder
caught in the
attempted act

Waving the flag of resistance .

Student defends his dorm
room, tells entrant to leave
by JESSICA ARDREY
student writer

photo by NOAH, DARNELL I The Bison

Spectators at Searcy's August 27 Tea Party listen to May graduate Nick Horton's ~rally to the troops"
speech against the Searcy City Council's enactment of the Advertising and Promotion tax.

Staying afloat amid recession
by SAMANTHA
HOLSCHBACH
managing editor
Amid the recession,
Harding's budget remained
relatively untouched from
last year to this school year,
but that did not halt the
student body's growth to
record levels.
''As far as it was feasible,
we tried to keep the budgets
similar this year to what they
were last year, all this with an
eye towards not having to raise
tuition as much," Harding
President David Burks said.
"The increase [in student costs]
was the lowest it's been for the
last 10 years."
Harding's student costs rose
3 percent from the 2008-09
school year to this year. The
previous year, that increase
had been 5 percent. Within
the past six years, annual
increases had otherwise risen
3.5 percent or more. To date,
Harding ranks as Arkansas'least
expensive private university
and least expensive Christian
university within Church of

Christ schools.
"Comparing our costs with
a lot of other schools, even our
sister institutions, Harding
is now a great bargain," said
Glenn Dillard, Assistant Vice
President for Enrollment Management. "This year we had a
large number offamilies come
to visit, and they only visited
because we cost less."
To further accommodate
students, financial aid was
not cut.
'We knewthatwe could not
cut student aid because students
need their scholarships," Burks
said. "So none of that was cut.
In fact, money for financial aid
was increased."
Additionally, Harding
has not reduced any of its
services, either in quality or
quantity.
"We're very blessed because
many institutions have seen a
cutback in terms of number
of faculty, faculty salary, staff
decisions or even services
provided,"Burks said. "We've
not cut back not any of these
- we're simply trying to be
prudent in terms of how we

manage what we can."
Harding's department
managers were "flexible and
cooperative" when managing the budget, according to
Mel Sansom, Harding's vice
president of finance. .
"We thought we'd try to
encourage our department
managers to try to k eep
their budgets flat," Sansom
said. "They did a very good
job with complying with our
request and even found ways
to not only keep things flat,
but make some decreases."
Overall student enrollment
is estimated to have increased
by 90 students compared to last
year. According to Burks, this
increase is solely attributed to
an increase in graduate students,
many of whom are filling the
newly developed pharmacy,
communication disorders and
engineering programs.
The economy did, however,
negatively influence undergraduate numbers.
"The undergraduate enrollment decreased at about the
same number that we budgeted
it to decrease," Burks said.

"So we were impacted by the
economy. The undergraduate
number is the biggest factor
that drives the budget because
uridergraduate students are
full-time students, and that's
what generates most of the
budget."
Harding received another
economic hit when its endowment distribution - 4 percent
of the budget - decreased
$400,000 because of market
decreases. Sansom said 5
percent of the endowment is
distributed to the operating
budge t each year, and the
decreased value of Harding's
endowment will negatively
affect the distribution.
Still, all things considered, Harding has fared well
financially.
''Across the board there are
lots ofbusirJ.esses and certainly
lots of institutions of higher
education that are facing all
kinds of tough acts and all
kinds of challenges, which
we're not facing," Burks said.
"W e feel very fortunate to be
where we are at this point with
our increased enrollment."

At approximately 2 a.m.
Sunday, Ben Cormier sat in
his dorm room like on any
other night. One roommate
was asleep, the other two out
oftown. Then he heard a noise
at the window.
When he entered the next
room, he did not expect to
come face to face with the man
who had just broken into his
apartment.
The man tore the screens
off two other windows in the
ground-level apartment in
Cone dorm before he came
across one that had been left
unlocked. He then removed
that screen and forced his way
into the living room.
'1 walk out, and I see these
two fe.et sticking out from behind
a chair," said Cormier.
Cormier asked the man
what he was doing there, and
the man claimed to be staying
with a friend named Steven.
When Cormier told the
man that there was no Steven
who lived there, the man got
up, walked up to Cormier
and stood inches away from
his face.
"We didn't break eye contact
the entire time," Cormier said.
"I didn't want to take my eyes
offthis guy; I wanted to make
sure he's not going to pull a
knife on me."
After a few seconds, which
Cormier said felt like forever,
the man decided not to cause
any more trouble. Cormier
told him to leave.
"Ben is either really nuts or
really brave,"Cormier's suitemate
Greg Lyons said.
The man did so without
stealing anything, but left not
through the open window, but
past Cormier, out the room and
out a side door ofthe dorm.The .
dorm's alarm, however, did not
sound when the man left.
"Somebody tampered with

it," Residence Life Coordinator Linda Cox said. "But the
system was repaired Monday
morning."
After the man left, Cormier
contacted Public Safety. They
then encountered the man they
thought to be the trespasser
still on campus.
However, because they did
not actually witness the man
committing a crime, they had
to let him go.
According to sources, the
intruder was "older" and was
not a student.
"He was a pretty big dude,
gnarly-looking, with tattoos all
over his arms and one on his
neck," Cormier said.
The Searcy Police Department, whom Public Safety
contacted, showed up at the
apartment. Cormier later
went to the police station to
give his testimony and answer
questions.
"I'm just hoping that with
someone getting a good look
at him, there might be a way of
finding out who this individual
is," Cox said.
So far, there does not seem
to be any connection between
this incident and the string of
break- ins in Cone last year.
The only similarity is the
aspect of entering through
the window.
It seemed the matter of
unlocked windows would be
less of an issue after last year's
episode. According to Cox,
however, forgetfulness seems
to be the trend.
"We've done what we can
with the doors; they automatically lock," Cox said. "These
guys h ave a responsibility to
make sure those windows are
locked. It's just a habit they
need to get into."
Fly~rs were also posted on
the doors of dorms all over
campus to encourage students
everywhere to lock their windows and take extra precautions
against predators.

ROSE LAWN APARTMENTS
Call 501·:168-9'00 or 501 ·~9-19351
ronlawn@cablelynx.com
www.artcaneasapartments.net

-~~-
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FIRST COMMUNITY BANK

~

I lours of operation:
Monday·Thursday 11 :00 • 9:00
Friday & Saturday 11 :00 • I 0:00
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50 )-268-3627

Batesville • Searcy • Bold Knob • Cobol • Cove City • Highland
www.firstcommunity net
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Windshield Repair Special!
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Fix the glass chips in your
windshield before the cold
weather makes them worse!
• Family Owned and Operated
• Convenient Mobile Service
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• Skilled factory Trained Technicians
• Nationwide Money-Back Guarantee

,

30% OFF

Call Bob Clark or Warren Grogan

Regularly $45.00, Speclal Offer $31.50
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(501) 268-4441
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A

bond with HU experts

Harding, the beginning of a school year
marks the beginning of many things:
lasses, the dub process, new friendships
and so on. It presents opportunities for.spiritual,
academic and social growth, and it presents
opportunities to improve on past weaknesses by, for
example, repairing strained relationships.
We would like to take this opportunity to
repair the strained relationship we have with
much of the faculty and staff. For various
reasons, cer.tain professors and administrators
are reluctant to speak with us. This reticence,
however, stems from earlier incidents with the
newspaper.
. Since each year features incoming and
graduating students, our staff undergoes an
annual, and even semiannual, transformation.
Some staff members leave, others join, and still
others change positions. These periodic changes
alter the character of the staff.
The people who hesitate to speak to us now
base their hesitance on encounters from years
prior, which unfairly condemns the current staff.
Several of us were not staff members when those
incidents took place, and those of us who were
have had time to learn from past offenses.
It is easy to adopt a "burn me once,

shame on you; burn me twice, shame on me"
attitude when previous hurts exist. Easy, but
counterproductive.
As journalists at Harding, it is our job to
inform the student body. To that end, we strive
to accurately and objectively report the goingson of this university.
The best way to achieve accuracy and objectivity
is to consult experts, and that often means
consulting our teachers and administrators. When
our experts avoid talking to us, the valuable insights
they have remain unprinted, and the quality of our
publication suffers.
Furthermore, The Bison is a training ground
for those of us who wish to pursue careers in
journalism. It is the pinnacle of our college
education.
When our educators - who are presumably
here to educate - keep us from being effective
journalists, it hinders our learning.
The 2009-10 school year offers a chance to
start afresh. We at The Bison are eager to talk to
our professors and administrators to produce the
best possible publication. We simply need our
professors and administrators to reciprocate.

-The Bison Sta.If
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Texas' Narrow Path Aligned
With Ho\Vdies, Holiness
_Af

an ardent Christian, I
el the need to exhort my
~hristian family to things
that are nobler and purer. It is for
this reason that I will expound
upon something that has been
troubling my conscience. I don't
know why students are so quick
to personify "The ·W orld" in this
contest. It seems dear that these
students who emblazon "The
World" across their chests are
proud of the fact that they are of
"The World."
Paul clearly states that we are
to be in the world, but not of it.
In Romans 12:2 Christians are
admonished not to conform to
the pattern of this world, but to
be transformed. It is of interest
that the Greek root of the word
transformed is tejagos, also the root
of the name Texas. Like Texas, we
should be set apart for God. Much
like the tribe ofJudah when Israel
was consumed with debauchery
and sin, Texas is a bastion of godly
values.
In a country that is seething
with liberal values and long
hair, Texas remains a bedrock of
conservatism and Christian values.
For example, the origin of the
greeting "howdy" has been lost on
those who are not from Texas. The
common misconception is that it
is derived from the phrase "how do
you do," while the true history is
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much richer.
When Sam Houston and the
Texas army conquered the army
of Mexico in a single battle that
was shorter than most chapels, he
approached the defeated Mexican
general Santa Anna, who was
caught in a woman's dress as
he attempted to flee the battle.
Houston spoke the phrase "How
holy is he?" when he emerged
victorious from the smoky
battleground, giving honor to God.
Because of his Texas accent and
a speech impediment which was
the result of a childhood mishap,
his officers and aides believed him
to have said "Howdy." This phrase
was spread throughout the army
as a shortened way to give glory
to God in the heat of battle when
there was little time to utter a full
prayer. It passed into the vernacular
as a greeting and spiritual
encouragement. To this day,
strangers on the campus ofTexas
A&M can be assured that they will
be greeted with this holy saying.
But my attention today is not
on the philology ofTexans. Nor
is it about the lack of holiness on

behalf of "The World" students. It
is about following the narrow path.
Interstate 30, which goes from
Arkansas to Texas, has recently had
lots of construction, leaving only
.one lane open if you are going to
Texas and three lanes open if you
are leaving Texas. Three lanes out of
Texas. One lane into Texas.
"Enter through the narrow gate.
For wide is the gate and broad is
the road that leads to destruction,
and many enter through it," says
Jesus. Coincidence? I think not.
Texas fun fact #87: 64 percent of
males in El Paso are named either
JesU.s or Angelo, which is Spanish
for angel. The world may say this is
coincidence, but the saints would
all agree that this can only be
providence.
We must remember that truth
by its very definition is exclusive. le
is not possible that both Texas and
The World can be 'the best.' Indeed
if these are our only two options,
as they appear to be in this contest,
and God has spoken through his
servant Paul that we are not to
align ourselves with the world,
then the only path that remains for
us is the way of righteousness, of
holiness, ofTexas.

COULTER GOODMAN is a
guest contributor for the Bison
and may be contacted at
cgoodman@harding.edu
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What Grades Really Mean
.

A ~i~h~~e~d~s~~djy F. ..
.J""\iellow transformed
these lovely letters from our
kindergarten joys to our college
nightmares ought to be excused
from the classroom, severely
reprimanded and punished with a
lifetime supply of "Fs".
Besides skipping "£",which
is a sure sign that he needs to go
back to kindergarten anyway, he
made school a whole lot less fun.
Which sounds more interesting:
discovering the secrets of the
universe, or passing a chemistry
test? Theoretically, you could do
both at die same time - unless
your grade determines whether or
not you pass the class, graduate on
time, find a good job and live a
generally happy life. In that case,
who cares about the secrets of the
universe?
Of course, the teachers are not
responsible for this system, and
neither is the university. If we're
going to point fingers, we would
have to have a lot more fingers and
not very many friends. Besides, the
system is here, it's been here, and it
looks like it will be here for a while,
so we've got to deal with it.
Now, you may be surprised to
hear this, but quite often grades are
not what they seem. Here are their
real meanings:
A: Though it implies that you

,

.
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have fully mastered the material,
it really indicates that you have
mastered 90 percent, which means
that the other 10 percent probably
went in one ear and out the other.
What is it about the last 10 percent
that seems so unimportant? When
doctors make "As", they get sued.
B: Depending on the class, this
means either "good", "okay", or
"bad." If you like easy classes, try
to find a class where "B" means
"bad." Of course, if you do that
and get a "B," you have a problem.
C: Once indicated mediocre
- now suggests something slightly
less. Don't feel bad, though:
According to the system, you're still
on par with your grandparents.
D: Stands for "drop," as in, "It's
time for you co drop this class."
F: Though often taken to mean
that your work was absolutely
worthless, it really indicates that
your work was so incredibly unique
that the professor didn't know
what to do with it. Realizing
that students like you are a threat
to academia and a danger to all
professors everywhere, the professor
marks an "F", hoping that you will

be forced to drop out of school and
get a job at IHOP.
Great. So now that we have
carefully defined grades, what do
we do about them? My suggestion:
Ignore them.
Now, I have to be careful,
because "ignore them'' probably
means different things to different
students. To some, it may mean
a party for each day of the week,
bedtime from eight in the morning
until four in rhe afternoon.
Though there's nothing wrong wich
the occasional party or nocturnal
liveliness that's not what it means
to ignore grades.
Rather, we ignore grades by
trying so hard to truly master
chemistry, English or Spanish that
we bust out of the grading orbit
and leave all those worries and
stresses behind.
When the subject becomes
our guiding desire, grades become
tick marks by which we gauge our
level of understanding, not some
monstrous sphinx that will eat
us if we don't correctly guess the
answer on the multiple choice,
standardized riddle.
So who cares about grades?
Let's learn something.

DANIEL KISER is a guest
contributor for the Bison and
may be contacted at dkiser@
harding.edu
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ll, you have me at
a disadvantage here.
If your eyes met this
page at the top of this column, you
already know my name, and the
especially keen among you would
probably be able to point me out
on a crowded sidewalk. A crowded,
black-and-white sidewalk. But I
know nothing about you, gentle
reader.
I would hope that, by the end
of this semester, that will not be
true. This year the editorial staff
behind your Bison newspaper is
determined to get to know you,
and not in the way some of you
probably suspect Harding is trying
to get to know you. We don't comb
through your Facebook albums
looking for red Solo cups. We want
you to come to us. This is a campus
newspaper, and as our little slice
pf campus is barely larger than
an Armstrong dorm room, with
a blessedly different set of odors,
I am asking you, the reader, to
compensate.
Now, we are not advocating or
ceding any ground to the idea of
"citizen journalism." Even if you
have no love for the professional
press, please respect the fact that
we spend years learning how to
responsibly wield our power, just
as dentists spend years learning
all the ins, outs, stabs and drills of
their trade. And the idea of "citizen
dentistry" should scare you.
What we are advocating is
an open, two-way relationship
between the readers and the
creators of The Bison. The
members of the editorial staff
can't capture the entire Harding
experience from our cramped little
office above the Student Center, so
we are putting our heads together
(not literally; those guys could have
swine flu) and thinking of ways to
use you as our eyes and ears.
For example, if you'll turn
the page back to 2a and let your
eyes fall to the bottom, you'll see
a new feature called #MyBison.
Your name, or at least your Twitter
username, could be printed there
in our next issue. If you've already
been swept away by the tides of
peer pressure and started Tweeting,
just add #MyBison to your
Tweets. It lets us find you, read
your thoughts and get 140 more
characters of insight into what it's
like co be a Harding student. And
if we especially enjoy your insight,
we'll give you your 15 centimeters
of fame by publishing your Tweet.
And let us not forget the Web
site! Don't tell me you've never
read something in our paper that's
roused such ire in you that you
scribble your grievances all over the
sports section with a Sharpie. I've
seen your work. Bur you should
be aware that thebisonnews.com
has all of our stories from the print
edition and some Web-exclusive
content AND a comment feature.
It would be my own special version
of Christmas morning to log on
to the Web sire and find a long list
of responses from students sitting
under my story. Journalists eat that
stuff up, and it gives our readers a
medium to let us know what they
want us to cover-.- besides just
coming to the office and talking co
us. Please do that, too. Bring coffee.
We may implement new ideas
as the weeks roll on and we feel
like shaking things up. The theme,
however, will ~emain consistent:
making The Bison an actual
student newspaper, for all students.
This idea will only work as well as
you want it to. I'm not asking you,
gentle reader, to learn the ways
of 24-hour work days and all the
office inside jokes. You don't need
co meet the Love Lobster. All you
need to do is open up and share
your story with us. We are your
Bison staff, your neighbors. We are
you.

BLAKE MATHEWS serves
as the editor-in-chief for the
2009-2010 Bison He may
be contacted at bmathews@
harding.edu.
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By CHRIS BINGHAM
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here is a certain romantic
element in using college
as a catalyst for passion.
Harding is not excluded from the
vulnerable idealism and wide-eyed
brainstorming that encourages
accidental enthusiasms. These
usually include and are mostly
limited to indie music, recycled
clothing and dissenting opinions.
Harding has been fortunate enough
to entertain a sub-culture that
reinvents the collegiate stereorype
by replacing the Premed J.Crew
model with an American Apparelclad protestor. So long to the
days of playing intramural sports
because students can likely be
found at the local coffee shop
comparing Moleskine notes on the
podcasts they listened to the night
before.
Classrooms
"Students
are slowly
have
put
steering
lectures on
away from
becoming
the back
a place to
burner
exchange
and let
intriguing
experience
arguments
be their
and are
er .a long slumber,
teacher."
instead
Ame;ica is beginning to stir.
serving as
normous tax hikes, health
a platform to make self-aware
care "reform" efforts and the more
pop-culture references. Of course
recent "job czar" news, as well as
that's in the event that students
Obama's speech to school children
are actually attending class. While
across the nation, have undeniably
traveling on book tours and filming
been the most recent wake-up calls.
documentaries, more and more
Americans have found
students have put lectures on the
themselves in a frightening
back burner and let experience be
position, realizing how truly clqse
their teacher.
we are to socialization and have
Some teachers enco~rage these
begun to rise up ag:tlnst these
new approaches while others are
measures that would ultimately and
hanging on to what's lefi: of their
permanently remove many of thedoctoral knowledge. A reinvention
freedoms we have enjoyed.
of curriculum is necessary with
Shortly after Obama's election,
this generation being more selfhe began a series of measures in
motivated than others in the past.
Congress that impressed upon
Universities all over the country
Americans a sum total of taxes
are breeding students who are
that was more than all the past
creating computer programs for
presidents combined. Numbers
software that has yet to exist,
escalated into the trillions. This
writing books addressing problems
quickly incited protests across the
we've yet to face, and successfully
nation in the form of rallies, or
raising both funds and awareness
"Tea Parties," to try to bring these
for causes that have been beyond
measures to a halt. D espite public
us in the past. Students turn
dissension to his plans, Obama
everyday experiences into projects
quickly moved forward, intensely
and attend conferen ces instead of
pushing for a universal health care
class, throwing themselves into
system similar to those of Canada,
their fields, ready or not. Makes us
the European Union, Australia
wonder if, nowadays, the classroom
and many other nations across the
isn't simply a social arena and
world.
professors no more than the local
1his aroused even more protests
cheerleading squad.
Orie indep endent study after
another shows students have taken
their education into their own
h ands, raking risks and pursuing
leadership, both things that catch
e all assume. We all at
the eye of top graduate schools.
one point or another
Has conventionalism become
believe we hold the
less alluring? Will GRE study
answers to everyday life. We assume
guides cease to be best sellers? Does
we truly know people before we do.
a 4.0 G .P.A. count for anything?
We assume we know each other's
Will a list of club memberships
thoughts and feelings without
on a resume be irrelevant? Does
asking. We often assume we know .
making the Dean's List make
how others perceive us. The whole
someone more attractive than
concept of assumption and how it
anoth er prospective student?
affects our thought process, social
Grad schools are no longer
life and actions hit me.
looking to court students who have
To "assume" m eans "to provide
learned bur rather students who
an answer or a conclusion without
have achieved, not visionaries but
any proof." We often seek to answer
activists. They want students who
questions before we find any
are driven by passion because those evidence. Instead of merely asking
for the answer or patiently waiting,
who are driven stop reading their
we produce the facts ourselves
textbooks and start writing them.
without any concrete knowledge.
M any students are discovering
Whether
we assume a car will stop
that the cloak of traditional
while we cross the street or that we
expectation is moth-eaten, and the
will be able to pay next month's
bar has been set higher than ever,
rent, we strive to always be in the
paving the way for up and coming
know and in control of answering
outliers. But what happens when
being unconventional becomes the our ponderings.
Making assumptions does
norm, supply exceeds demand and
not inhabit one form. Making
o utliers cease to exist ? Will grad
assumptions about others and who
schools stop looking for students,
they are is simply another form
or will students stop looking for
of
judgment, stereotyping and
grad schools?
perception. Every day on campus,
we see people we do not know
SARA SHABAN serves as the
and make assumptions about who
opinions editor for The Bison
they are based on attire, facial
and may be contacted at
expressions or body language. We
sshaban@harding.edu
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to be the

last."
- PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA,
in his address to Congress on
health care reform Sept. I 0.

Obama's Policies Threaten
To Cook The Unaware
ERIN GRANT
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"Overall, become
more knowledgeable
concerning current
issues, and know where
you stand on these issues
and why. But do not do
nothing."

as U.S. senators returned home in
attempts to "persuade" the people
toward the healthcare system and
found themselves instead amid
angry citizens demanding answers
and votes against the proposed
bills.
Afterward, cries rose up against
Obama's appointment ofVan Jo~es
as the new "green job czar" due
to his unconcealed communist
leanings and past associations with
radical groups. Jones later resigned
this position due to public pressure.
Now, it is Obama's speech to
schoolchiidren across America, that
has led many parents to further
demonstrate their disapproval
and keep their children at home,
saying they do not want Obama

will already be too late.
Pray that the same does not
happen to us. We sit in a pot of
water, and slowly the heat has risen.
A little jolt, perhaps too quick a
movement, has caused a noticeable
rise in temperature, ?Jld we have
begun to stir. But we cannot
allow ourselves to settle back into
complacency.
Speak out for your liberties;
they are precious, unique and not
easily regained.
Write, call or e-mail your
senators and representatives, and
urge them to stand up against
threats to our freedom. Begin an
intelligent blog. Talk with your
neighbors. Join your fellow citizens
in organized rallies.
Overall, become more
knowledgeable concerning current
issues, and know where you stand
on these issues and why. But do not
do nothµig. If we again become
complacent, too comfortable
with the issues confronting us as
a nation, then like the frog, we
may unknowingly boil ourselves to
death.

"indoctrinating" their family while
they are most vulnerable to outside
influences.
These examples should all give
us something to think about.
Undoubtedly, we are witnessing a
battle. It is not yet a physical battle,
but one of wills and worldviews.
After a long period of
dormancy, the American pot is
beginning to simmer at this threat
of unprecedented governmental
power.
To reference a well-known
phrase, the sleeping giant is once
again beginning to awaken. We
have realized the danger to our
freedoms and are now fighting to
retain them. Let us not cease to
stand up for our liberties. Let us
not again become complacent.
Our situation truly relates to
an old and familiar story: If you
take a frog and place it in a pot of
boilir.g water, it will immediately
struggle to escape the searing heat.
However, if you place it in a pot o f
cold water and gradually turn up
the temperature, it will not notice
each small but threatening change
in its environment.
The heat, slowly growing to
unbearable levels, will eventually
overwhelm and kill it. However,
by the time it realizes the danger, it

ERIN GRANT is a guest
contributor for The Bison and
may be contacted at egrant@
harding.edu
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" Instead of merely
asking for the answ er
or patiently waiting,
we produce the facts
ourselves without any
concrete knowledge."

make assumptions about people
we know through others and what
they must be like in person.
H ave you ever made an
assumption about what someone
is like due to their social crowd
or whom they are dating? Have
you ever assumed someone was a
certain way based on where they
were from? We all do whether
we intend to or not; it is a
subconscious habit. Unfortunately,
judgment is the only thing being
accomplished through this type of
assumption.
In our relationships with family,
friends and co-workers, a lot of
assumption occurs. Too often ,
assumption takes the place of true
communication. We speculate our
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family knows us best. We speculate
our friends know our likes and
dislikes and that our co-workers
know that we hate slacking on
the job. In these cases, if a lot of
speculation takes place and but
communication does not, problems
are likely to occur.
We cannot ~erely exp ect
others to know our thoughts,
wants and needs. In order to
avoid tension, arguments or
misunderstandings, speak your
mind; ask questions, and less
d rama will take place.
Life causes us to assume on a
daily basis. For some of us, we tend
to assume the worst. We assume
we are not going to be successful
or experience many of the same
joys others have. We assume we
will never find true happiness,
and sadly, we let this kind of
assumption consume us.
However, others assume nothing
can go wrong. Many of us assume
we are in control of how our day
goes. We assume everything will
go according to plan and nothing
can bring us down. What happens
when our assumptions fail us?
What happens when we are wrong
about every prediction we made?
After all, assumptions are solely
based on our own conclusions.
As a society, but more
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importantly, as Ch ristians, we
should find peace in·what we do
know. We should find comfort
in the knowledge we do have and
leave the rest for God to answer.
God knows our hearts, our minds
and our every intention. What
does assumption truly grant us
other than fabricated answers? In
reality, we do not gain much from
assumption b ur in the patience
God calls us to have.
We assume every d ay. I assume
every day. I have assumed so many
times that I knew what would
happen day by day. I assumed I
knew who people were before truly
knowing them. I was positively
surprised when my assumptions
were incorrect.
People have assumed what I
am like before truly knowing me
and have admitted their negative
assumptions were false. I have
assumed the worst would occur on
many occasions, only to find myself
happier than ever. If we can gain
anything from this topic, I hope it
is future peace of mind in our daily
lives and the acceptance of people
around us.
MARYCAITLIN TANKSLEY
is a guest contributor for Th e
Bison and may be contacted at
mtan ksley@hard i ng.edu
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Group enraged by tax, sues council members
by BLAKE MATHEWS
editor-in-chief
On May 12, after most
Harding students had left the
campus and the city of Searcy
behind for the summer, the
Searcy City Council voted
among themselves to levy a
new tax on businesses in the
city. It is officially referred to as
the Advertising and Tourism
Promotion tax, or A&P tax,
though some roncerned citizens
and officials have called it a
sign that the City council is
ignoring public opinion and
abusing its authority.
Now, a group of citizens
is suing the city council to
let the public vote on the
A&P tax. One side is claiming disenfranchisement, the
other legislative privilege.
Meanwhile, the Harding
student body has remained
largely unaware of what the
tax even is.
Frrst proposed by the Parks
and Recreation Commission
in March; the A&P tax levies
a 1 percent tax on businesses
that deal in prepared food, such
as restaurants, and a 3 percent
tax on short-term rental accommodations, such as hotels
and camp grounds.
The tax has been in effect
since July 1, and the sevenmember A&P commission
told the Arkansas DemocratGazette in May that Searcy
would see an additional
$800,000 in tax revenue per

right to decide how it taxes its
city's advertising and tourist
promotion industries. Letting
the public vote on the tax is
optional, but council member
Carl Nutter has pushed for
a citizen vote since the tax's
proposal According to records
of council meetings, he has
been defeated five votes to
three every time.
The law gives the council
the power to pass the A&P
tax directly, but citizens also
have the right to overrule the
city council, ifthey go through
the proper channels.
"On any sales tax, the citizens can form a referendum
to dissolve a tax," Dixon said.
Forming a referendum requires
a certain number ofsignatures.
from registered voters, but the
signatures must be turned in
a certain number of days after
the tax is passed. The citizens
organizing the petition had
more than enough signatures,
and, going by state statutes,
they thought they had another
week to gather more.
Petition organizer and
former council member Kyle
Reeves said he was listening to
the radio when he found out
he was past deadline. Searcy
Mayor Belinda LaForce was
conducting a radio interview
about the A&P tax in which
she announced that the petition had not been submitted
within 30 days of the tax's
passage, and therefore would
not be accepted.

year. City council member
Jim Dixon said most of that
money would be corning from
out-of-towners. According
to his "best estimate," 50
percent of the revenue from
the prepared food tax would
come from non-residents.
Dixon said the commission
had not earmarked any of the
revenue yet, which Harding's
Dr. Budd Hebert, professor in
the College of Business, said
is an appealing position for
a lawmaker to be in.
"As a person who oversees the budget, I love that
because I can spend that
money wherever I want to
spend it," Hebert said. "But
as the guy who's paying the
tax, I don't like that. Because
you may want to spend it
somewhere that I don't want
you to spend it."
The fiercest negative reactions to the tax have not been
out of economic frustration,
however. 1he recent recession is undeniably a factor,
Hebert said, but the public
outcry against the A&P tax
has been fueled more by the
fear ofpower-hungry officials
taking control away from
the voters.
"There's just stuff being
thrown at us, and we don't
have control over the fact
that this is being dumped
on us [or] how this is being
handled," Hebert said.
According to state law,
each city council has the

continued from la

"It's going to be considered
privileged housing."
The female students currently living in the house
were informed about their
opportunity to live in the
house in mid-July. Shearin
contacted each of the girls
about the chance to live in
University House. Most of
.t hem received phone calls,
but two of them were in
Greece, and they were notified by e-mail.
According to senior Rachel
Klemmer, th e abundance of
space is the main difference
between living in a dorm and
living in the house.
However, not everything
about their living situation
is ideal. All 11 girls share a
kitchen and laundry facilities,
and they are obliged to follow
the same rules as students living
in other residence halls.
"It is being considered a
residence hall, and the girls
who are over there are under
the same regulations that
everyone in a residence hall
is under," Shearin said.
Additional restrictions
have been added because there
is not a dorm manager. The
Residence Assistant reports
directly to Dean Shearin, and
certain privileges like Open
House have been modified.
"Because there's not a
Residence Life Coordinator
over there, they will not be
having Open House," Shearin
said. "Females only are allowed
in the house."
The residents appreciate
their living situation, and they
have no complaints about the
extra regulations.
"We can have our guy
friends over in the backyard
and have a couple of nights
where we cook for our friends
and have it out here [on the
porch]," senior Sally Tucker
said.
The residents of the house
have divergent interests and
majors, but they are all juniors
and seniors who qualify for
privileged housing. They
include members from five
social clubs, but Tucker said
the group is cohesive.
"We're really thankful
for this opportunity, and it's
nothing that we did, and
we just feel blessed to be in
this situation,"junior Layne
Collins said.
The other residents agree
with Collins, and they have
discussed the path that led
them to live in the house and
how grateful they feel.
"It genuinely is a blessing
from God, I feel," Klemmer
said. "That's not just a saying so that people won't get
mad at us for living h ere.
We genuinely feel like it's a
blessing."
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contained a conversation
in which Ci~ Clerk Peggy
Meads, who is responsible for
keeping minutes at council
meetings, said that she was
aware ofneither the ordinance
nor the 30-day limit until
"shortly after the city council's
regular June meeting." The
meeting in question was held
June 9,29 days afterthe tax's
passage.
"They basically disenfranchised all the voters, "
Reeves said.
The Bison could not
independently confirm the
authenticity of the e-mails,
but for citizens like Reeves,
the A&P tax has plenty of
other faults . For example,
Reeves said he believed the
entire tax was a fundraising
effort to build an aquatic
center fo Searcy.
"It's not a 'we need this
tax to save this bridge,"'
Reeves said. "It's a 'we need
this tax so we can build a
swimming pool and be like
all the other cities.' If the
people want it and vote for
it, let's build it. But let the
people vote on it."
Dixon said that other cities
in the area with A&P taxes
had been looked at, but he
mentioned nothing about an
aquatic center. He defended
the council's decision to vote
on the tax themselves because
it was acting as the city's
elected representation.
"I think that, through our

election process, we give each
citizen the right to vote on
the council," Dixon said.
Hebert, who worked as
a state legislator in New
Mexico before coming to
teach in Harding's business
department, said he had not
seen any student awareness
of the issue, but he was not
interested in local politics
when he was a student at
Arizona State University,
either.
Student ignorance of
the tax is understandable,
as Harding will be nearly
unaffected by the increased
taxes. In particular, students
will not be charged 1 percent
more for the prepared food
they buy in the Student
Center.
Judy Hart, Food Service
Director for Aramark, said
that Harding's contract with
Aramark is such that students
using their DCB accounts to
buy food are not charged any
tax at all. Aramark does not
incur any extra charges either,
as the food it buys does not
fall directly under the tax's
definition of"prepared."
However, students or
anyone other people who
pay for food with cash or a
non-DCB card will have to
pay the A&P tax.
The hearing for the lawsuit
of Biddle, Randall Young,
and Searcy Friends of the
Voters vs. the City of Searcy,
will be held Sept. 30.

Slow Internet disrupts studies

HOUSE: Girls grateful
opportunity at this point in
my life to be off-campus when
I'm at home instead of on
campus 2417, and so at this
point, I kind of value some
time where I'm not always on
campus," Burks said.
The Burkses' new home
backs. up to a green of the
golf course in River Oaks,
and he said he loves to play
golf, so it is convenient.
Burks and his wife designed and built the house
now called University House.
For the first four years of its
existence, the Burks family
owned the house, but then
they decided that it would be
better suited as property of
the school, so ownership was
transferred to Harding.
"It became obvious, not
only to us, but to the Board of
Trustees that it basically was
a university house, and like
on most college campuses, it
was better for it to be owned
by the University, and so we
transferred ownership over,"
Burks said. "They bought
it for the same price that I
paid for it."
According to Burks, the
house was always intended to
be the home of the university
president, and it might be
used again in the future for
that purpose.
"When the next president
is selected, and that timetable
hasn't been set, but when that
happens that house will be
available to be used by the next
president," Burks said.
However, if the new president chooses to live elsewhere,
a more permanent decision
about the house will be made.
Burks said there are several
options as to good uses for
the building.
For the next few years,
the house could continue to
be used as a residence hall
for females who qualify for
privileged housing.
"I think if this year goes
well, it'll certainly be a consideration for at least a few
years,"Dean of Student Life
David Collins said. "I hope
so because I know that the
students who live there are
enjoying it, and I know that
there are some other students
who would be interested in
doing that in the near future
as well."
The application process
for future placement in the
house will be similar to that
of other privileged housing
on campus. According to
Collins, room assignments
will be based on a hierarchy
of hours.
"From this point forward,
it would be very similar
to students who apply for
Shores or Pryor," Collins said.

Reeves said the petitioners were operating under the
assumption that the state
law giving them 30 to 90
days was in effect. The 30day limit was from a Searcy
ordinance passed in 1948.
LaForce had not made a
public statement about the
old ordinance until the radio
interview, Reeves said.
"How are we supposed
to follow a law if that law
is hidden in a book, buried
until it's convenient for the
city?" Reeves said.
The use of the 1948 ordinance to deny the petition
has become one of the focal
points of the lawsuit brought
against the city council. In
1969, the city ordinances
for Searcy were overhauled
and recompiled into "a new,
original, comprehensive
ordinance which shall supersede all other general and
permanent ordinances of the
City" passed before that date.
Called ordinance #519, it did
not contain any trace of the
1948 rule.
According to e-mails from
LaForce's office, which were
obtained through the Freedom
oflnformation Act and given
to the Bison by Scott Biddle,
one of the lawsuit's plaintiffs,
the mayor acknowledged that
"there is nothing in that Code
of Ordinances reflecting the
City having a deadline on filing
a referendum position."
The released e-mails also

by CARLY KESTER
student writer
Ever since students who live
in West Apartments returned
to school, the Internet has
been unreliable. The Harding
department oflnformation
Systems and Technology is
working on trying to fix the
Internet problem there.
According to Keith Cronk,
vice president oflnformation
Systems and Technology, the
technology in the apartments
was upgradetl over the summer and worked just fine at
the time.
"Upgraded technology
for the dorms was tested
over the summer and the
tests were successful," Cronk
said. "However when the load
increased after the students
returned, the system stopped
working."

Cronk also said there had to install routers to bypass
been no way of doing a real the slow connection have
test for the system because also run into problems.
'We hooked our wireless
it was installed during the
summer, and nobody was router up, and DormNet
quarantined it .. . and now
around to use it.
Students living in West that it's fixed it moves really
Apartments are fully aware slow and certain sites won't
of the system failure and said even come up. It's really
they are tired of dealing with frustrating," junior Taelor
unreliable Internet.
Aebi said.
"At first there was no
Senior BrettJones ran into
Internet at all," senior Na- a similar issue last semester.
than Wilhelm said. "Then I
"Last semester I had a
had to go pay $50 for a new problem with my router, and
device to make it work, then DormNet fixed it,"' Jones
I had to pay more money for said. "This semester I sent
a phone cord."
it to them so it would work,
According to Cronk, but about 15 minutes later it
the devices needed to fix shut offbecause ofsomebody
the connection problems else's router that hadn't been
are no longer made, and configured right."
DormNet has had to wait
Cronk explained the
on the manufacturer for a problem by saying, "People
who try to install their own
solution.
Students who have tried routers should bring them to

DormNet; otherwise they get
quarantined. If they are not
set up correctly, it is possible
for them to provide access
for hackers."
Students said they were
especially frustrated with the
unreliable connection when
they had to access important
homework assignments
online.
"It stops working randomly, and I almost failed
a quiz because of it, and it's
so slow that I don't even
bother using it anymore,"
Wilhelm said.
Cronk said that problems
like this are common, especially
in school settings, and he has
confidence the lnterne~ will
be running soon.
"We have the solution in
place now, and once it starts
working it'll be like high speed
Internet," Cronk said.

7 DAYS: teenagers recognized for encouraging deeds
continued from l a
Braxton Bilbrey from San Francisco
was the youngest person to swim one
of the most difficult open-water swims
in the world at age 7. Now he and
large numbers of his friends make the
swim to raise awareness for drowning
prevention.
Ashlee Smith, age 10 ofReno, began
the charity Ashlee's Toy Closet in 2007,
two years after her family's house was
destroyed in a fire. The charity donates
toys to children whose houses have been
destroyed by fire or natural disaster. On
her Web site, she talks about how the
adults are helped after a disaster, but the
children are often overlooked.
"I want to help the little victims in a
big way," Smith said on her Web site.
Austin Gutwein, age 15 of Phoenix,
created the charity Hoops of Hope after
watching a video on children orphaned
by AIDS and has now raised more than
$1 million to build orphanages for these
children. On World AIDS Day in 2004,
Gutwein led an event where h e shot

2,507 free throws to represent the 2,507 ·
children who would be orphaned within
the duration of the school day.
Steven Green, age 17 of Little Rock,
recognized the escalating amount of
teen violence in Arkansas and created
a program called Enough is Enough
to bring together church, government
and community leaders to counter
the issue.
·
Javier Fernandez, age 15 ofHouston,
invented at age 12 the VERSATILE
system, which uses a type of algae to
treat waste, produce biofuel and food,
take in greenhouse gases, and produce
oxygen. The multipurpose and affordable
system is anticipated to greatly benefit
developing nations.
Rebecca Kanter is a founding member
ofMinga, a nonprofit organization that
is bringing awareness to the public about
global child sex trades and working to
stop this kind of exploitation. She and
other 13-year-olds started the group in
their 8th grade year when they discovered
there were kids their own age in the sex

trade and felt a responsibility to raise
awareness to counter it.
The finale of7 Days Across America
on the Day ofEncouragement will award
the winning teen with a scholarship and
will also premiere Wishing Well's "One
Drop" documentary, which focuses on
the global water crisis and clean water
projects, specifically in Rwanda.
"It's a celebration, but it's also a
reminder that there's some stuff out
there we need to do something about;
and the water crisis around the world
is one of those things," Baker said.
The main idea B a ker said he
hopes is recognized by the public is
that encouragement is a worldwide,
daily need.
"The whole point of the Day of
Encouragement is to challenge people
that encouragement matters," Baker
said. "It looks different for people, and
that's fine. We just want it to move
beyond a pat on the back and for it
to be genuine and authentic and real
and go from there."

SWINE FLU: CDC hopes to distribute vaccine in month
continued from l a
you would have them do
unto you."
"Ifyou are running a fever
over 100 degrees, have a sore
throat, cough, and other flulike symptoms, it is time to
take time out and take care
of yourself. Please come to
Student Health Services to
be assessed a nd then stay
in your room to keep from
exposing others to your illness" M cCarty said.
She is encouraging students
to work with the D epartment
of Student Health Services
if they do get sick.
"With good communication in letting us know,
we'll work with everybody

about getting their classes
excused, talk to the chapel
office and do whatever we
can to help out," McCarty
said. "I'm certain their professors will work with them
so that they can do part of
their homework online and
get their notes."
Though the symptoms of
this virus are less severe than
the seasonal flu, it can be
especially dangerous to those
with pre-existing conditions
like pregnancy, diabetes, heart
disease, asthma and kidney
disease.
The CDC reported that
about 70 percent of people
who have been hospitalized
with the H1N1 virus have

had one or more of these
"high risk" conditions.
Individuals that fall into
this category will be considered first when the vaccine is
made available to the public
in mid to late October.
The federal government
currently estimates that 45
million doses of the vaccine will be made available
for distribution; within six
months they hope to have
enough doses distributed to
meet U.S. demands.
The vaccine will be provided
free of charge to the public,
but private sector providers
may be allowed to charge an
administrative fee estimated
at $15.

Those that get an annual
seasonal flu vaccine will not
be protected from the newest flu strain and will also
need to be vaccinated for
the 2009 H1N1 virus.
McCarty said that she
has ordered 300 doses of
the seasonal flu vaccine,
which should arrive the third
weekend of October.
. "The seasonal flu vaccine
is 70 to 90 percent effective
at preventing [those vaccinated] from getting the
flu," Barham said.
He said he hopes that
the H1N1 vaccine will have
similar results and aid in
slowing down the spread of
the virus.
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Powell delivers season opener win for Bisons
by ROBBY CARRIGER

student writer
The 2008 season was disappointing, to say the least, for the Harding
Bisons. In his first full season as
head coach, Ronnie Huckeba saw
his Bisons endure their first losing
season in five years. So how do you
improve on a team that went 2-9 and
lost an All-American quarterback,
an all-region lineman and an allregion defensive back? That is the
question facing Coach Huckeba
and his staff in 2009. Two games
into the season the Bisons sit at
1-1, and headed into Gulf South
Conference play, the Bisons still
face questions across the board.
Let's break it down.

OFFENSE
Replacing David Knighton is no
small task, and up until a week before
the regular season, it was not yet clear
who would be given the reins to one
of the most potent offenses in the
country from 2008. Now through
two games, Josh Powell looks as
though he is gaining confidence as the
Bison's signal caller. His command of
a game-winning drive at the end of
Harding's week one contest against
Missouri Southern showed just a
small preview of what Bison fans
can expect out of their quarterback
this season.
"We feel really good about the
depth we have at the quarterback
position," Huckeba said. "Josh has a
quick arm, a quick release, and he is
continuing to learn the offense."
Jeremy Holt, who led the team
in rushing as a true freshman last

Photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
Junior quarterback Josh Powell caps off the game-winning drive against Missouri Southern with an
11-yard touchdown pass to sophomore Tyler O'Quin. The Bisons won the game 17-15.
season, has carried the ball just nine
times due to an ankle injury. H olt is
expected to have his workload increase
as the conference schedule comes
into full swing, but the Bisons need
him to be healthy if he is to have
the impact they need. Splitting time
with Holt and shouldering much
of the load while the sophomore
is injured is junior college transfer
Dominic Blood. The Los Angeles

native totaled nearly 100 total yards
as the BisonP' feature back in their
week two loss to West Alabama.
"Dominic has stepped right in and
done a good job 'o f carrying the load
since Jeremy Holt has been slowed
down by injuries," Huckeba said.
''Jeremy hasn't been full speed yet."
The heart of a very talented
receiving corps returns in the form
ofKurtAdams,Jordan Watson and .

Zac Ross. Adams and Ross are
seniors, Watson a junior, and all
three rank very high in Harding
receiving history. A big concern
however is the injury to Kurt Adams'
knee. Adams was injured on the last
drive of Harding's opening night
win and sat out the entire West
Alabama game. IfAdams is healthy
and develops a rhythm with Powell,
he will more than likely become the

school's record holder in receiving
yards and touchdowns. If he is to
miss significant time, young receivers
such as Tyler O'Olrin, Kale Gelles
and Terrence Davis will have to step
up to fill his shoes.
"We really miss Kurt right now,"
Huckeba said. "He adds a huge
weapon to our offense."
Adams is listed as doubtful
for this weekend's game against
Southwest Baptist.
The offensive line returns just
one starter from last year. Senior
Brad Parker makes the move from
right guard, where he started each
of the last two seasons, to center,
where he will be responsible for line
audibles and blitz recognition. Parker
said the move is a challenge, but he
welcomes it with open arms.
"It is difficult moving, and playing
center in this offense comes with a
lot of responsibility," Parker said. "I
am working hard to be a leader on
the line, and I think the challenge
will be fun."
Joining Parker on the offensive
line is a group of players with just a
handful of collegiate starts. At anytime you may see some combination
of Caleb Simmons, Alex Franklin,
Garrett Taylor, Chris Montague,
Evan Wynn and James Kee. The
Bisons have rotated several linemen
in throughout the first two games of
the season and will most likely
Bisons have rotated several linemen in throughout the first two
games of the season and will most
likely do so until they find just the
right combination.
see FOOTBALL page 2b

Harding Soccer programs
looking for consistency
by KATE KUWITZKY to make positive impacts immediately.
The Lady Bisons also hope a determined
student writer
The Harding soccer teams are entering
the 2009 season with high hopes.
After qualifying for the tournament the
previous two seasons, the Lady Bisons fell
short in 2009. They return most starters for
the 2009 season. Midfielder Minnie Guzman
is coming back from a strong 2008 season,
which landed her a spot on last year's Second
All-Gulf South Conference team. Guzman
has earned All-GSC honors in each of her
previous three seasons.
The Lady Bisons also boast a strong freshman line-up this year. Chloe Birdwell,Tabitha
McReynolds and Hannah Allen will all make
their Harding debuts this season and are expected

mindset implemented in the offseason and
veteran leadership will pay dividends on
the field.
"During the offseason, our team worked
really hard to get into the best shape we
could," midfielder Shayna Varner said. "In
the spring, the upperclassmen really pulled
together and set the intensity for the spring
season and to start preparing for this fall."
Harding is solid at all positions, but the
team will likely rely on chemistry and determination for the successes this year.
"The women's team is not the most talented
team that I've ever had, but they play together
better than almost any team that we've had,"
see SOCCER page 2b

Photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Senior Minnie Guzman attempts to advance the ball down the field in a recent
match against Palm Beach Atlantic University. The Lady Bisons lost the match 2-4.

Injuries altering landscape of college football season
CHRIS O'DELL

The
Leadoff
T

he wait is finally over.
Football season is here
once again. That means all
is right in the world, and Saturdays and Sunday afternoons can
now be spent watching America's
true pastime - just the way it was
meant to be.
We are only one week into the
college football season, and there
have already been multiple stories
headlining the sports world.
After last year's loss in the
BCS National Championship
game, the Oklahoma Sooners
received great news when Heisman-winning quarterback Sam
Bradford decided to return, along
with star tight endJermaine
Gresham and defensive tackle
Gerald McCoy, for one more
season in Crimson and Cream.
However, the Sooners' off-season was largely spent answering
questions about their offensive
line, or lack of And rightly so, as
the Sooners boasted perhaps one
of the most impressive 0-lines in
recent memory last year, only to
lose a majority of it to the NFL.
Then in Oklahoma's season
opener against BYU, the line
faltered, as expected, and it cost

Bob Stoops his star quarterback.
More importantly, the Sooners
also lost the game and now face
an unlikely chance of reaching
the championship game again
this year.
Bradford sprained his right
throwing shoulder and is expected to miss at least three weeks.
As if the loss of Bradford and to
BYU weren't bad enough for the
Sooners, the team also found out
this week that their leading receiver from last year, Gresham, is
having surgery on his right knee
to repair cartilage damage and
will miss the entire season.
In one week, the Sooners
went from the third-ranked team
in the country to the 13th and
lost their two most important
players. Any hope Sooner nation had of getting back to the
National Championship this
season is now on life support, if
not completely dead.
The Ohio State Buckeyes
might not have endured a week
quite like Oklahoma's, but Buckeye fans must be worried after
last weekend's nail biter against
Navy. And things won't get any
easier this weekend when they
play the #3 USC Trojans. If week
one was a sign of things to come,
USC might have that game won
by halftime.
Although just one loss would
most likely kill Ohio State's
chances at a BCS title this year,

the Buckeyes will end the season
with at least two losses after they
travel to Joe Paterno's place in
November.
Even if USC has no trouble
handling Ohio State this weekend, I can't see the Trojans going
undefeated with a true freshman
starting at quarterback. Games
at Cal, Notre Dame and Oregon
are all potential season-breaking losses for Matt Barkley and
USC.
Alabama could have an
impressive season again this
year. They've replaced an average
quarterback in John Parker Wilson with Greg McElroy. And the
junior Q!3 knows a thing or two
about replacing star quarterbacks.
After all, McElroy took the reins
at Southlake Carroll after former
Missouri Tiger Chase Daniel
graduated. He then led his high
school prep team to a Texas
Football State Championship.
McElroy could be an immediate upgrade over John Parker
Wilson.
However, even if the Crimson
Tide reach the SEC Championship game again, a loss to Florida
during conference championship
week would spell an end to any
hope Alabama might have of
winning a national championship
under Nick Saban this year.
So which teams will meet up
in California this January?
I have four teams pegged as

the favorites to meet up in Pasadena this season to battle it out
for the BCS National Championship game.
Florida and Texas, the two
top-ranked teams in the country,
both return numerous starters on
both sides of the ball including
preseason Heisman favorites Tim
Tebow and Colt McCoy. If both
teams play their best football
each week, neither the Gators
nor the Longhorns should drop a
game in the regular season.
The Oklahoma State Cowboys are coming off an impressive 24-10 win over the Georgia
Bulldogs last weekend and look
about as dangerous as any team
in the country. With the Sooners losing Gresham and possibly
Bradford for extended periods
of time, the Cowboys should
take care of their in-state rivals
this year in Norman. That would
leave one game on the Cowboys'
schedule to possibly end the
regular season undefeated. However, that game would be against
Colt McCoy and the Longhorns.
Look for the winner of this game
to represent the Big 12 in the
National Championship game.
Then there's Penn State. With
perhaps the easiest schedule of
any ranked team in the country, the Nittany Lions have a
great shot at an undefeated
regular season. The only question
might be if they can get to the

championship game with such
an easy schedule. If two of the
three above-mentioned teams
complete an undefeated regular
season, look for Penn State to
settle for a BCS Bowl game,
rather than the National Championship game.
In every sport, though, there
can only be two teams in the
championship and only one
champion. Therefore, I'm picking the Florida Gators to get
back to the title game after an
undefeated season with Tebow
under center. When they get
to Pasadena, they will meet up
with the Texas Longhorns and
this year's Heisman Trophy
winner, Colt McCoy. With
two of the best offenses in the
country, this game could be an
old-fashioned shootout. I see
the Longhorns winning with
a score of 3 8-31 in a similar
fashion to their 2005 National
Championship in the Rose
Bowl.
Also, look for yet another
BCS controversy this year, which
will again push the NCAA for a
playoff system in college football.
But then again, that happens
every season.
CHRIS O'DELL
serves as the sports editor for
the 2009-2010 Bison.
He may be contacted at
codell@harding.edu
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SOCCER: Bison and Lady Bison socce~ teams look .to ha ve successful seasons this year
CONTINUED from page 1b
head coach Greg Harris said.
Although the team faces a difficult schedule, they benefit from an
experienced lineup and are confident
in another postseason appearance.
"We're definitely shooting for
the NCAA tournament," Varner
said. "With a lot of hard work and
heart, we'll get there."
The Lady Bisons' next home game
is Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 4 p.m.
The Harding men's soccer team
also enters the 2009 season with high

hopes. The Bisons have reached the
Conference Tournament the past
two seasons and look to do so for
the third consecutive year.
The team lost five starters but
expects returning players and new
players to fill the void.
"We lost some key players from
last year, but the returning guys as
well as the newcomers have worked
hard and will step into those positions
and do a great job for us,"goalkeeper
James Thurmond said.
Jackson Savage, Glen Stewart,

Rhon Royer and Joshua Ireland are
all new to the team but are expected
to make significant contributions
early on.
Harding will also rely on the
experience ofits six retuning seniors
to carry the team. Goalkeeper James
Thurmond enters the season ranking
second in school history in wins,
save percentage and shutouts.
On the offensive side of the
ball, sophomore forward Phillip
McCormick is coming off an impressive 2008 campaign in which

he received First Team All-Gulf
South Conference honors as well
as GSC Freshman of the Year.
McCormick is expected to play a
major role offensively.
Not only does the team enter
play with solid experience and talent,
the player~ hope an off-season full
of hard work will help improve the
on-field results.
"The team worked hard in the
spring on weights, fitness and onfield performance. As a coach, J
just worked hard to help our players

grow on and off the field. The most
important thing that our team did
was work to become closer as a team,"
head coach Greg Harris said.
The Bisons will play a tough
schedule and begin conference
play Sept. 25 at home against the
University ofAlabama at Huntsville,
but the team will face stiff competition throughout the season.
Harris thinks this is just the team
to get through a tough schedule.
Harding's next home game is
Saturday at 1 p.m.

Public should quit
dogging on Michael Vick
RYAN RUMMAGE

Guest Sports
Column

I

t is a story that every
American sports fan
knows about. Yes, it finally
happened. In the minds of
some, the cruelest man to
walk the face of the earth in
the last 50 years is not only
a free man again, but he is
also earning more than one
million dollars to play the
game that originally made
him famous.
In case you have lived
under a rock for the last two
months, Michael Vick is back
in the NFL. The thing is, that
is just not sitting well with
some. And that is absolutely
ridiculous.
I hope that I am not the only
person who is truly appalled by
things said about Vick's return
to the NFL. Granted, any joke
for the next two years that has
anything to do with a dog will
have his name thrown in, but
why are people looking at him
as if he is the worst criminal
this world has ever seen?
Vick killed dogs and got
two and a half years; this
summer, Dante Stallworth
killed a human being in an
intoxicated state and was
sentenced to 30 days, yet I

think people are far more
upset that Vick will be in the
league now than they will be
in a year if Stallworth gets
back into the league.
Plain and simple, itjust does
not make sense. Since Harding
is a Christian school, I don't
hesitate to look at the Situation
from a Christian point ofview.
Is what Vick did to those dogs
terrible? Absolutely. Should he
have been punished? Again,
absolutely.
Should these crimes define
who he is and dictate what we
think of him to the point that
we pretend as ifwe are going
to lock up every dog we own
when Vick comes to play in
our city? Absolutely not.
Why iJ.re we so hesitant
to give this man a second
chance? True, dog fighting
is not the most common of
crimes, but is it so bad that
the president of the Eagles,
Jeffrey Lurie, said he wants
to see "self-hatred" out of
Vick? Who is he to demand
"self-hatred" out of another
human being? Who is he to
cast the first stone?
Is it not our duty as
Christians to give this man a
second chance? Unfortunately,
Lurie is not the only person
who is obviously distraught
that the Eagles would sign
such a player.
Every animal rights group

and many dog owners in the
city have come out and berated
Vick; one animal rights group
has even gone so fuas to say that
they will rent three billboards
close to the stadium to make
sure that Eagles fans remember
what Vick has done.
This is truly pathetic. Can
we not just let it go and allow
the man to get on with his
forever-tarnished life? Imagine
how terrible life would be if
all of our past wrongdoings
were continually frowned
upon and brought to light by
those who think that they are
so pious that they can never
let this crime die.
Even more so, imagine how
terrible life would be ifwe did
not have forgiveness. In the
end,just let it go and remember
the Golden Rule.
Ifit comes out tomorrow
that Vick has done some
stupid, criminal action, so be
it. Charge him and judge him
independently from these past
events. But in the meantime,
unless y0u want Vick to come
out with a poster scolding
you for that speeding ticket
you got on Highway 64,just
let it go.
RYAN RUMMAGE is a
guest sports columnist
for the 2009-201 O Bison.
He may be contacted at
rrummage@harding.edu

Jermaine
Blanchard
• Collected a team high 11
tackles in Thursday's game
against West Alabama
• Had six solo tackles and
two tackles for loss

FOOTBALL: Bisons look to gain experience, momentum early on
CONTINUED from page 1b
DEFENSE
Harding must improve on a defense
that at one point in 2008 was ranked dead
last in Division II. Combine that with the
loss of defensive leader Sevohn Greer to
graduation, and the Bisons appear to be
facing a daunting task. However, through
the first two games of this season this
Harding defense looks to be relatively
solid. The Bisons actually have a great deal ·
ofexperience on the defensive side of the
ball and have added a few new players to
bolster a thin secondary.
The key throughout the Bisons' de:fense is speed. From the safety position
all the way to rhe nose tackle, Harding
relies on quickness to force opponents
into mistakes.
"We studied the TCU. defense a
lot this offseason and looked at exactly
what they do on defense," Huckeba said.
"We're also a lot faster on defense this
year than we have been in past years."
Harding has switched to a four-man
defensive front this season, as opposed
to the three-man front they have been
using for the last several years. Anchoring
the defensive line this season are several
returners. Juniors Marcus Jones and Andrew Jackson provide the Bisons with a
great combination of size and speed as
bookends on the line. Roger Hurts and
Kris Wildman will split time with them
as Harding has rotated linemen frequently
throughout the first two weeks of the
season. Harding is deep on the defensive
line and will utilize senior Keenan Kitchen,

junior John Ikahihifo, and true freshman
Zane Brown at the nose this year. This
deep, talented group of linemen will be
a catalyst to the Harding defense. Ifthey
provide the pressure that has been lacking
in recent seasons, Harding's defense will
surely improve.
The linebacker position will be bolstered by the return of junior captain
Jermaine Blanchard. Blanchard did not
play in 2008 but has already made an
impact in 2009, recording 11 tackles in
Harding's week two loss to West Alabama.
Red shirt freshman Josh Aldridge mans
the weak side linebacker spot while Jason
Thomasson andJeremyTownsend will
split time in the middle.
Harding's secondary was much maligned in the 2008 season. The Bisons
were susceptible to the big play and a
lot of points. To counter this, Harding
brought in senior transfers JoshJones and
Pete Richardson to help.Joining them
in the defensive backfield are seniors
D arren Newson and Morgan Toline.
Toline missed the first two games of
the year nursing a sprained ankle but
should be good to go for conference
play. The youth in the secondary is at
the safety positions where juruor Steve
Hudson, sophomores Luke Tribble
and Christopher Woods and redshirt
freshman Jasper Bodiford. The Bisons
will rely on speed and experience in the
defensive backfield to limit big plays
and keep them in ballgames.

SPECIAL TEAMS
Harding boasts one of the best

return men in the GSC in senior Zac
Ross. Ross is a multi-time special teams
player of the week honoree and a big
play threat in the return game. In addition to Ross, Eddie Russ is returning
kicks this season. This duo should help
Harding win the field position battle ·
and will consistently be a threat for a
big play. Micah Canterbury returns
as punter, and after his 2 field goal
performance against West Alabama,
he may also have sealed up the place
kicker spot. And do not forget Darby
Palmer .. . the best long snapper in the
GSC. Yeah, I said it.
OUTLOOK
Picked to finish ninth in the GulfSouth,
there are not a lot ofexpectations out there
for the Bisons to live up to. However, this
Harding team feels it is as good as any in
the conference and that they are ready to
compete right now. They had better be
because the GSC is a minefield of tough
teams, and Hardingwill have to be at its
best each week to win. With the likes
of perennial powerhouses Delta State,
North Alabama and Valdosta State on
the schedule, Harding is going to have an
opportunity to tum some heads. It will be
a fun season of watching young players
come into their own offensively and one
of the fastest defenses in the conference.
Besides, after a year of 2-9, there's not
really anywhere to go but up.
Harding will be at home this Saturday to take on Southwest Baptist at
First Security Stadium. Kickoff is at
6p.m.

Welcomes Harding Faculty, Staff and Students
Harding graduate and former

Richard Duke, M.D., Ph.D.

College of Education faculty
member Dr. Richard Duke
announces the opening of
Duke Medical, a family
practice clinic. Duke Medical
is convenient to campus, located
off Beebe-Capps behind Casa
Brava Restaurant. Walk-ins
are welcome, or call for an
. appointment.

705 Santa Fe, Searcy, Arkansas
501-268-DUKE (501-268-3853)
"A caring staff dedicated to providing professional medical services."
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Call (
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www.southwestresources.com
for more information
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On site maintenance
Fully furnished corporate units

Computer Room

Check real-time
bank balances on
your web enabled
cell phone at
liberty2go.com.

Basketball Court
Fully Equipped kitchens
Walk-in closets
Several floor plan options

Joel Hoggard

Ceiling Fans

Sales Associate
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Email: joel@hoggardteam.com

Smoke detectors

Office: (501) 268-3335
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All Day, Same Day Posting
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47 Banking Centers
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A whole new world of social clubs
New women's clubs debut; Zeta Pi Zeta's and Delta Nu's first induction cycles
by CARLY KESTER

student writer
1his semester new social clubs
Zeta Pi Zeta and Delta Nu will
make their debuts in the social club
process. Fall is the critical time when
clubs search for new members, and
the new clubs are finding ways to
make their names stand out among
the competition.
New door signs and officer names
are a few ways Zeta Pi Zeta is trying
to distinguish itselffrom other clubs,
Zeta Pi Zeta president Alicia Miller
said. Because some of the girls !n the
club came from Regina and Shantih,
they are trying to make their club
week different from what they have
already experienced.
Delta Nu's focus will be on finding a diverse pledge class and trying
to prevent developing a stereotype,
Mary Armstrong said. According
to Armstrong, they will also emphasize that sports will be about
having fun, not about competing
against other clubs.
Both clubs have been working
on diffrrent service projects in
order to help the community. Delta
Nu is planning to work with the
Humane Society during pledge
week, and members have already
photo by HAGEN ATKINS I Petit Jean
done work in Searcy schools,
Delta Nu member Elizabeth Heyen talks to a group of interested girls at Officer Open House. The event took place August 29 on the
Armstrong said, including tutoring
Front Lawn. This club season will be Delta Nu and Zeta Pi Zeta's first induction week.
students and playing with children
after classes.
Delta Nu, however, plans on club can be what we envisioned according to Katie Shields. Acthis semester. Zeta Pi Zeta plans to
Zeta Pi Zeta members plan to take in almost as many new pledges taking about 20 new members. it to be," Armstrong said.
cording to Miller, most of Z eta
volunteer for Hope Cottage in the as-there are active members.
Armstrong explains that they want
The original members of each Pi Zeta's members were not in
future, and they have worked with
"We're hoping to get as big as more original members than new club h ave varying amounts of social clubs before joining.
men's social club Kyodai on a few Delta Gamma Rho or Ju Go Ju," members.
"That was the only difficult
actual club experience. D elta Nu's
service projects, Miller said.
"This way the girls who started members are spread out between part, teaching how a club works
Miller said, but she also added that
The two clubs differ on how many they have no set number of pledges Delta Nu will have more say in club Ju Go Ju, Zeta Rho, Pi Theta Phi, to girls who had never been in a
new merr,bers each one will accept they are going to accept.
matters than new pledges, and the Delta Gamma Rho and Regina, club," Miller said.

Keeping a dorm o n
solid ground
Searcy Hall renovated during summer to
ensure safe architecture in coming years
by ABBY KELLETT

student writer
Despite many rumors, the
summer renovations to Searcy
Hall did not come as a result
of a flood, rotting floors or
improvements necessary to
pass health and safety inspections. The renovations were
a result of the sudden halt
put to Sears residence h all
improvements.
Sears has all ofthe machinery
necessary to keep the dorm
running properly, such as hot
water heaters, on top ofits roo£
This makes it inconvenient
for the Physical Resources
D epartment to maintain.
Construction began last year to
move all Sears's equipment to
a new small building between
Searcy Hall and Sears but
was postponed due to budget
restrictions.
While the funding to
complete the new building was
inadequate, it was sufficient to
make minor renovations to Searcy
H all, which was scheduled to ·
be remodeled in the next few
years after Allen Hall.
"We added steel to the
building to help support its
structure, and we used plywood,
carpeting and linoleum to replace the original lightweight
concrete flooring," Danny
DeRamus, director ofPhysical
Resources, said.
The renovations, while
standard and inevitably needed,
had many students and parents
concerned.
"I had heard a room on
third floor flooded the entire
dorm a year ago, which made

"We'll have to be
more fruga l ... but
we are still making
good decisions
just like we would
if it was o ur own
home."
Danny DeRamus
Director of Physical
Resources
it really unsafe to walk in, and
that's why they had to hurry
and make changes to Searcy
this summer," Chelsea Carver,
a junior living in Searcy Hall,
said. "Otherwise it wouldn't
have passed fire inspections
and things like that."
Desiree Byrd, the Residence
L ife Coordinator for Searcy
Hall, received several phone
calls this summer from parents
and students with similar
worries.
"The contractor assured me
there was nothing structurally
unsafe about the building,"Byrd
said. "If there had been, we
would've evacuated everyone
immediately, and I certainly
wouldn't have my two little
girls living there."
The renovations were more
detailed than the Physical
Resources Department had
planned on because of the
flood that occurred two years
ago, not because of anything
structurally unsafe.
"When they pulled the carpet
up, some of the old, original
concrete came up with it, so
they had.to redo all the floors,"

Harding drops
Blackboard for Moodle
by JESSICA ARDREY

student writer

Moodie. One such reason is
that Harding's Blackboard
license was expiring soon, and
people had negative responses
to the service.
"There was also an ethical
issue with Blackboard," Carl
Walker, instructional technologist, said. ''.As a company,
they were trying to take over
everyone else and sue everyone
else to get on top. We didn't
want to be associated with
them as much."
A different aspect of
Moodie is that, as an "open
source platform,"it is customizable. Schools share resources
and programming codes for
different applications and
·enhancements.
"Blackboard was pretty
much a box, and you couldn't
make any changes without a
very nice price tag attached,"
A ngela Sivia, instructional
designer, said.
Cronk, Walker and Sivia all
noted that Moodle's layout is
"much cleaner"than Blackboard's.
Instead of randomly placed
icons, files are organized by
topic and week
"With Blackboard it was

Fasterthan WebCT,more
powerful
than Blackboard, able
DeRamus said. "However,
to
leap
tall
buildings in a single
there were not huge holes in
the floor making it unsafe for bound, it's Moodle, Harding's
newest online learning managethe girls to walk on."
ment
system.
The flooring has not been
Initially developed at Curtin
redone since the building was
originally built, and many people University in Australia,Moodle,
living in the dorm appreciate or Modular Object-Oriented
Dynamic Learning Environthe changes.
"You would have to get down ment, is the latest tool f9r both
on your hands and knees and teachers and students.
"I really love the idea that
use a magic marker to get the
it's
developed for higher edufloors clean last year, and I felt
bad for the girls," Bryd said. cation by higher education,"
"It's really an improvement Keith Cronk, Vice President
this year and much easier to for Information Systems and
Technology, said.
clean."
Each teacher's "online
Searcy Hall was not the only
project the Physical Resource classroom"can provide students
Department had this summer. with course material, quizzes,
The Ganus Athletic Center's grades, discussion boards and
pool was resurfaced, Allen due dates. It also has an option
dorm was painted and the that allows teachers to record
Ulrey Performing Arts Center audio and video online and
has a new section in the back another that can be used by
of the building with new lab support offices to train faculty
equipment for machine and and staff.
There are several reasons
shop classrooms.
why
Harding decided to
Though Sears's machinery
from Blackboard to
still sits on its rooftop, the change
,
cutbacks were not a completely
negative experience for the
Physical Resources Department this summer.
"We were able to polish
things that we hadn't been able
to get to for a long time, which
was nice," DeRamus said.
Harding may be making
cuts and tightening its belt,
but it is not sacrificing quality
improvements and supplies.
"We'll have to be more
frugal in times like these with
the economy, but we are still
LET
.H ELP MAKE
making good decisions just
like we would ifit was our own
home," DeRamus said.

like, 'I've got to learn h ow
to think like Blackboard,"'
Walker said.
"The categories and tools
are so precise and easy to use,
you can't help but to manage
and sort all the information,"
Cronk said.
For an added boost of
confidence in the decision,
Lubbock Christian University
also made the switch from
Blackboard to Mood le. A ccording to Sivia, Lubbock's
"faculty embraced it and love
it, and everything went well
for them; so we were hoping the same would happen
here."
According to Information
Systems and Technology, faculty is already using Moodle
more than they expected.
Manyfuculty members who
· never tried to use Blackboard
have shown interest in the site,
and the numbers are growing.
More and more teachers are
uploading syllabi, posting
assignments and filling in
calendars.
"The feedback so far has
been great,"Walker said. "It's
kind of surprising us."
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Gloriana shares heart and soul through
•
music,
performs on Benson stage
by KYLIE AKINS

assistant news editor
For Gloriana, the fourpart harmony group that
performed on the Benson
stage last Tuesday, Sept. 1,
music is the gravity that
pulled its members together
from all over the country.
Brothers Tom, 28, and Mike
Gossin, 24, both began their
musical careers in New York
at age 5 with the piano. At
12 they picked up the guitar,
and they became a musical
duo in 2007.
The brothers moved to
Nashville, where they discovered Rachel Reinert, 20,
from California through her
Myspace account, featuring
songs from the first publishing
deal she made at the age of
15. Her voice was what the
Gossin brothers were looking for, and the three began
performing together.
The final member of the
group, Cheyenne Kimball,
19, of Florida had already
won NBC's "America's Most
Talented Kid" at age 12 and
released her first album by
13. After watching Gloriana
perform in Nashville one
night, she approached the
band with the interest of
joining. Kimball brought her
mandolin skills to the band
and completed the quartet
Gloriana is today. Thus, the
"Gloriana baby was born,"
as Reinert likes to say. 1heir
self-titled debut album was
released earlier this year by
Emblem Music Group.
"We all shared the same
passion for music throughout
our whole lives," Mike said.
"That's the thing that ties
all of us together. We love
music; we've all done it for a
very long time, and it's always
been a dream of ours."
Their first album is a mix
of self-written and pitched
songs. The group chose as
their unanimous favorite

photo by NOAH DARNELL I the Bison
Guitarist Mike Gossin performs on the Benson Auditorium stage Sept. 1.

the first and only song they their"dream come true,"but
wrote together on this album, it still meant being on tour
"Time to Let Me Go."
and away from home nearly
"It was written about 300 days out of the year.
"You're almost in an alsomething I was going through
at the time," Reinert said. "I ternate universe where you're
was 18, and I was moving just closed off to everything,"
away from home, getting Reinert said. "You don't reaway from everything and ally get to see your family
everyone I knew. That one or friends a lot. Sometimes
relationships suffer. It's kind
hits close to home."
The group agreed that love of tough from that aspect.
and heartbreak are clear themes But at the same time, we get
throughout this album.
to do what we love, and we
"It's the one universal live very amazing, adventurthing that everybody in the ous lives."
A musician's life is charwhole world can relate to, so
a lot of our songs are written acteristically filled with fame,
about it," Mike said.
fans and constant touring,
Being signed artists was which often take over a

normal life.
"I think you take the little
things for granted; that's
the one thing you come to
realize," Mike said. "Waking
up in your own bed; being
stationary; being around
frien<js and family; to be
able to just sit on your couch
and watch TV."
Living on a tour bus
they affectionately call the
"Tube," the band said they
have had to learn difficult
lessons about living in close
quarters.
"I think that the one thing
I have learned throughout
this whole experience is to
be tolerant of other people,"

Mike said "It's hard to imagine
people think a tour bus is so
awesome. But not one person
is the same on this bus, and
somehow we make it work.
I think that is reflective on
everyone being respectful of
each other and learning to
live in this small tube."
But amid the hectic
schedules and cramped living arrangements, Reinert
said there is always a way
to lighten the mood.
"See that gray moustache?" Tom said. "Mike is
actually known for his fake
moustache collection. We
~eon tour with Taylor Swift
right now. So every night we

go out and do a song with
her and Kelly Pickler. Mike
has this new thing to try to
make one of the girls crack
up while they're singing. We
have a lot of practical jokes
going on."
From pulling pranks to
performing on stage, the
group said their experiences
have made them as close as
brothers and sisters.
"We're just goofy," Reinert
said. "If you could imagine
living your life in this bus:
you gotta keep it light, you
gotta have fun, you gotta
laugh, you gotta enjoy it,
.and you gotta get out when
you can."
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Pied Pipers gets new batch of Prayer Wall
cheer, adds seven members unites students
by ABBY KELLETT
student writer
Harding's Pied Pipers, the children's
improvisational theatre group founded
by Dottie Frye, only has three of its 10
members returning from last year. While
38 students auditioned for openings in
the group Tuesday, September 3, cuts
have already been made.
"We take an 11-passenger van
when we travel, so based on that the
group is usually around 10 people,
plus me," Dottie Frye said. "I've had
six girls and four boys, five and five,
and there's even been years we've only
had eight or nine. It really just depends
on the year and who comes out for the
auditions."
After the first night of auditions,
a list of callbacks is posted. Those on
the list must then have a one-on-one
interview with Frye.
"The purpose ofthe interviews is really
so the people trying out have a chance
to talk to me if they have questions or
concerns," Frye said. "Sometimes people
try out, and they don't even really know
what Pipers is."
Derek Tucker, a former member of
the Pied Pipers, was not familiar with
the Pied Pipers and their performances
wh~n he tried out, but he decided to try

out anyway.
"I had never watched a Piper show,
but I knew I got to be with kids, and
Dottie was the director," Tucker said.
"That was enough for me."
While the interviews provide an
opportunity for those who made the
first cut to talk to Frye, it is not the only
reason she conducts them.
"The interview gives them a chance
to look over the schedule for the year, get
a feel for what we're about, and they're
also so I can kind of get a sense of who
this person is," Frye said.
The Pied Pipers perform about 60
shows for approximately 20,000 children each year in elementary schools,
preschools, children's hospitals, abuse
shelters and libraries.
With the possibility of as many as
seven new members in the group comes
the possibility for a completely different
style of Pipers this year.
"With the exception of three, it's
going to be a whole new group,"Tucker
said. "It's going to be completely fresh,
and there's going to be a lot of new
ideas flowing."
The Pied Pipers wear brightly colored
jumpsuits and perform a blend of fairy
and folk tales, nursery rhymes, poems,
games and songs. Each performance
is designed for the age and number of

children attending.
Personal participation is an important
part of each performance, and imagination is key. The Pied Pipers do not use
props. Instead the members become
whatever item is needed to make the
improvisation a success.
"The best part of being in Pipers ...
are the kids, "Tucker said. ''You just get
to meet so many kids. It doesn't matter
whether they're socially acceptable or
they have a bad home life because they
still love you, and they still smile." ·
The final callbacks were Saturday and
new Pipers were informed that night. A
list was posted in the Reynolds Building
soon after auditions ended. The 20092010 Pied Pipers are Seth Bowden,
Megan Leonard, Kaycee Thornton, Tyler
Perring, Megan West, Michael Brooker,
M?ry McBride, Caleb Rummel, Aaron
Tucker and Amber Williams.
The new group of Pipers have a
retreat September 18-20 dedicated to
introducing the variety ofaspects involved
in the performances, characterization
and memorization.
"I'm looking forward to the new
enthusiasm and growth that comes
with the new group," Frye said. "I
hope the fresh faces help me to learn
how to play again and explore my
imagination."

T\Vo new restaurants debut
in Searcy dining scene
by AERIAL WHITING
assistant copy editor
Pizza is often a staple
of a college student's diet.
Fortunately, Searcy provides
many pizzerias for Harding
students to choose from.
There are Mazzio's, Pizza
Hut, Pizza Inn Express
and Pizza Pro, just to name
a few.
To compete with these
established chains, a new
restaurant needs a fresh
concept to draw customers
in. Larry's Pizza, located
at 2600 E. Race St., offers
- t'WO sue innovations.
First, customers may
order pizza flavors not
already available in the
buffet line. Once these
pizzas are prepared, waiters bring them around to
the tables for customers
to sample.
Second, the pizza toppings are not limited to
the traditional cheese and
pepperoni. Larry's serves
numerous specialty pizzas
with creative toppings like
cheeseburger and baked
potato. Other specialty
pizzas include taco, buffalo
chicken ranch and BLT.
Luckily, even with the
added services, the buffet
is reasonably priced. From
10:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Monday through Saturday,
customers may order the
buffet for $7.25. Harding
students can eat even more
cheaply because Larry's
offers a student discount
with a valid student ID.
To make the buffet even
sweeter, Larr"y's offers a
huge salad bar and serves
several dessert pizzas. So,
customers can round out
their meals with a colorfol salad and chocolate or
peach pizza.
Larry's Pizza is not just
a buffet, though. Customers
may order whole izzas,
sa aCls, san wic es and
so on, and they can get
their pizzas to go or from
the drive-through if they
do not want to eat at the
restaurant.
While Larry's offers
some unusual concepts, the
taste of its pizzas varies in
quality. The baked potato
pizza, for example, is bland.
Other pizzas, like the buffalo chicken ranch or the
more traditional sausage,
have excellent flavor.
All in all, Larry's Pizza
is worth trying. People with
exotic tastes will not be
disappointed by the specialty
pizza selection, and people
with traditional tastes will
be able to enjoy old favorites
at an affordable rate.

by CHRIS O'DELL

sports editor
Searcy locals often rave
about favorite barbeque
joints: Rib Crib, Colton's
and Grandpa's BBQBut the
potential for a new dining
favorite was made possible
recently with the opening
of Whistle Stop BBQin
west Searcy. However,
it might be best to stick
with the above-mentioned
BBQrestaurants before
venturing out to the new
Whistle Stop.
Once a table becomes
avai able, you might want
to try the BBQNachos
on the appetizer menu,
a creative and pleasing
starter before the meal for
just $5.99.
For your entree, dishes
such as ribs, catfish, hamburgers, BBQsandwiches
and meat plates are all
available. Starting at just
$3.99, the pulled pork BBQ
sandwich might be the best
bargain on the menu.
However, I would not
get too excited about the
meal. The coleslaw that
comes with the sandwich
can barely be called such.
It seems more like lettuce
and carrots mixed with some
kind of Italian dressing.
the taste of each of the

sides, like the baked beans
or French fries, is equally
unimpressive.
One silver lining that
helps offset some of the
food tastes is the numerous
selection of BBQs~uce.
With four different sauces
to choose from, including
Texas Style Bold and Spicy,
Hot and Spicy, Memphis
Style and North Carolina
Tangy Mustard, a meal
can easily be improved. If
you must choose just one
sauce, the best bet is the
Texas Style Bold and Spicy.
Withj!:,lst the ri qt amount
of sweetness and spice, this
sauce can compete with any
BBQsauce in town.
Several desserts are
available to complete the
meal. Bread pudding, fudge
cake and fried pies are all
inexpensive choices for a.
sweet end. Fried pies are
the best bargain and can
be coupled with a scoop
of ice cream for a small
extra charge.
Whistle Stop has its
pros and cons just like any
other restaurant, but before
you get too excited about
a new BBQrestaurant in
town, you might want to
stick with Grandpa's BBQ
on Main Street, which still
has my pick for best BB
in Searcy.

by CARLY KESTER
student writer
"Pray for Christine
Clemons and her wellbeing."
"Pray that we will listen
to the answers God gives
us, even if we don't like
them."
These are two of the
requests that can be seen
on the prayer wall, which is
located outside the cafeteria
and is open to all students
who want to write their
prayer requests.
Brice Priestly, a member
of the Student Association
Student Life Committee,
said the committee came
up with the idea over the
summer and decided to put
the plan into action this
semester.
"The Student Life Committee thought a prayer
wall would be a great way
to remind students to pray,"
Priestly said."A healthy prayer
life can bring the students
closer to God."
Kellie DeAtley, who is
also a member of the Student Life Committee, said
the prayer wall is only one
change that will be taking
place this semester.
"'We hope to have a
prayer room, 24-hour
prayer-a-thons, etcetera,"
DeAtley said.
According to Priestly,
picking a location for the
prayer wall was an important
decision the committee had
to make. They wanted a
spot students would walk
past every day.
"Right outside the
cafeteria seemed like a
perfect location because
the majority of students
will walk past it each day as
they leave the Caf or make
their way to the Student

Center in between classes,"
Priestly said.
Students usually spend
a lot of time outside the
Caf waiting to get inside,
so putting the prayer wall
there is like a reminder for
people to say a quick prayer
for their peers or to write
something that is on their
hearts, DeAtley said.
When a prayer request is
written on the wall, it is up
to everybody to pray for that
request, Priestly said.
"Whether you pray for
the requests on the wall
or not, hopefully you are
reminded to pray and to
develop your relationship
with God," Priestly said.
According to Priestly, the
Student Life Committee is
hoping to fill the wall up
with prayer requests and
replace it with a new one
every semester.
"We will look into opportunities to shift the
full prayer wall to another
location where it can be
viewed by everyone,"Priestly
said. "'The full prayer wall
w'Hl serve as a record of
prayer requests and will
allow students to see how
God answered the prayer
requests they had in prior
months."
The Student Association has seen the spiritual
growth on campus and has
been encouraged by the
response from the students
regarding the prayer wall,
DeAtley said.
"We are so excited to see
how God is going to use
us this semester through a
great school like Harding,
which presents us with endless opportunities not only
to live in constant prayer,
but to grow closer to him
through lives of service,"
DeAtley said.
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Christine Clemons:
the Cause of Texas vs. the World
by SARAH KYLE
news editor
A MOTHER'S WORST
NIGHTMARE
On Feb. 5, 2008,John and Jammie Clem. ons rushed to the hospital, eager to meet the
baby girl who had been preparing for her
debut into the world for nine months. After
a perfectly normal pregnancy, the Clemonses
expected nothing but an equally perfect
delivery day.
The Clemonses' happy day took a dark
turn when their new daughter, Christine,
swallowed meconium (a newborn's first fecal
matter) in the womb during delivery, sending the infant girl into distress. In a frenzy
of panic, the happy day quickly became their
worst nightmare.
The medical team at White County
Hospital performed an emergency Cesarean
section on Jammie and was able to extract
Christine within 20 minutes and begin flushing the meconium out of her system. However, they soon realized that Christine had
too much meconium in her lungs and would
need to be air-lifted to Arkansas Children's
Hospital in Little Rock.
"We laugh now and say 'what is she going
to get for her second birthday?"' Jammie said.
"For her first birthday she got a helicopter
ride."
Still in recovery from the Cesarean section, Jammie was unable to accompany her
husband and newborn baby to Little Rock, so
she waited anxiously for news of Christine's
wellbeing.
While performing a routine echo, or
ultrasound, of Christine's heart, the doctors
at Arkansas Children's Hospital discovered
that Christine 1had a congenital heart disease known as Total Anomalous Pulmonary
Vein Stenosis, a condition in which the vein
enter:ing her heart had grown into her artery,
preventing the oxygenation of her blood.
John and Jammie were informed that
Christine would need open-heart surgery, but
the surgery was not an emergency case, which
would allow Christine's lungs to heal from
the meconium.
The complications caused by the meconium brought light to her heart condition,
saving her life.
"That's the reason I call her my little angel,
because technically she saved herself," Jammie said. "If she wouldn't have swallowed the
meconium, from what we understand, a lot of
children that have this congenital heart disease, we probably would've taken her home,
taken care of her, and in a couple of months
we would've noticed signs, and she could
have very possibly died of what they would've
chalked up to be SIDS. [Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome].''
THE ROAD TO A TRANSPLANT
After surgery, Christine recovered, only to
discover months later that she would require
another open-heart surgery due to scarring in
her heart. The Clemonses geared up for another surgery, and Christine recovered within
four days.
In a routine checkup, however, Christine's
surgeon told the Clemonses that Christine

needed a lung transplant. Jammie said she and
her husband were shocked.
"Until this point, they had said nothing
about a lung transplant, nothing at all,"Jammie said.
Christine was the victim of Pulmonary
Vein Stenosis, a condition in which the vein
pathways are thickened and narrowed, causing a block in he blood vessels.
"They explained to us that 10 percent of
the children that had the congenital heart
disease that she had develop Pulmonary Vein
Stenosis, which is the narrowing of the vessels
in the heart and the lungs, and the only thing
you can do to get it fixed is to have a transplant/' Jammie said.
Dr. Mitchie sent Christine's files to
Houston Children's Hospital, but was told
by doctors there that Christine would be able
to withstand more surgeries rather than be a
candidate for a lung transplant. Jammie said
her family and the medical team in Little
Rock disagreed.
"Dr. Mitchie said, 'No. I've been in that
heart twice. I'm not going back. This needs to
be fixed, there's nothing else wrong with this
child. This has got to be fixed a different way.'
They were pretty set that they weren't going
to [perform more surgery],"Jammie said.
The team chose to send Christine's files to
St. Louis Children's Hospital, and Dr. Ronald
Grady requested that the Clemons come to
St. Louis for an evaluation and explained the
details of Christine's condition.
St. Louis accepted Christine's case, and
now the Clemonses and the doctors must
wait for the right time and the right funds-a
minimum of $75,000 that the Clemonses
are trying to raise to help cover some of the
medical expenses.
TEXAS VS. THE WORLD
FUNDRAISERS
Harding Student Association President
Bryan Clifton said he was eager to help
Christine after learning of her.story this summer.
"She is just such a gorgeous child, and to
just see how much joy she has and the fun in
her eyes. [ ... ] I think it's because she doesn't
realize the problems that she's going through,"
Clifton said.
Clifton and the Student Association
began planning various fundraisers for the
family, including a competition titled "Texas
vs. World" in which students sold T-shirts,
tossed change in the Lily Pond and did othet
activities to raise the most money for their
team, either "Texas" or "the World."
"I think (the competition] is a gyeat way to
get the pride area from many students from
Texas and also from students who cannot stand
prideful Texans, and unify the entire student
body behind a gyeat cause-to help Christine
get the transplant that she needs," Clifton said.
"Harding students have an amazing ability to
band together. Ifwe all individually tried to take
this cause it would be almost impossible, but
together we can use our resources and pull our
funds and donate towards Christine's cause."
Ifyou would like to donate to Christine's
cause, please contact Bryan Clifton at bclifton@harding.edu. All donations are processed
through Christine's account with the Children's
Organ Transplant Association.

Texas·vs.. the World tundra· ·

~tui:day~ September 12th!

• Read more information and donate ontine
at: http;//c;otafo~stjoec,com
'™'

• the Wodd I-Shirts are available
rough Friday in the Stuoent
As5odation dffice in the StudentCenter. The
cost is $1 Q1 and eache~irt comes with a
Christine Clemons bracelet.
• Donate blood Friday in the Student Center,

room 236 from 1 to 5 p.m.
• Donate your spare change! Toss coins into
the Uly Pond, located in front of the
Administration Building. Change will be
counted Saturday night after the Wishing
Well "One Drop" premiere.
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